The new programming language PASCAL{XSC is presented with an emphasis on the new concepts for scienti c computation and numerical data processing of the PASCAL{XSC compiler. PASCAL{XSC is a universal PASCAL extension with extensive standard modules for scienti c computation. It is available for personal computers, workstations, mainframes and supercomputers by means of an implementation in C. By using the mathematical modules of PASCAL{XSC, numerical algorithms which deliver highly accurate and automatically veri ed results can be programmed easily. PASCAL{XSC simpli es the design of programs in engineering scienti c computation by modular program structure, user-de ned operators, overloading of functions, procedures, and operators, functions and operators with arbitrary result type, dynamic arrays, arithmetic standard modules for additional numerical data types with operators of highest accuracy, standard functions of high accuracy and exact evaluation of expressions. The most important advantage of the new language is that programs written in PASCAL{XSC are easily readable. This is due to the fact that all operations, even those in the higher mathematical spaces, have been realized as operators and can be used in conventional mathematical notation. In addition to PASCAL{XSC a large number of numerical problem-solving routines with automatic result veri cation are available. The language supports the development of such routines.
Introduction
These days, the elementary arithmetic operations on electronic computers are usually approximated by oating-point operations of highest accuracy. In particular, for any choice of operands this means that the computed result coincides with the rounded exact result of the operation. See the IEEE Arithmetic Standard 3] as an example. This arithmetical standard also requires the four basic arithmetic opera-Standard type dotprecision (a xed point format to cover the whole range of oating-point products) Additional arithmetic standard types such as complex, interval, rvector, rmatrix etc. Highly accurate arithmetic for all standard types Highly accurate standard functions Exact evaluation of expressions (#-expressions) The new language features, developed as an extension of PASCAL, will be discussed in the following sections.
Standard Data Types, Prede ned Operators, and Functions
In addition to the data types of standard PASCAL, the following numerical data types are available in PASCAL{XSC: interval complex cinterval rvector cvector ivector civector rmatrix cmatrix imatrix cimatrix where the pre x letters r, i, and c are abbreviations for real, interval, and complex. So cinterval means complex interval and, for example, cimatrix denotes complex interval matrices, whereas rvector speci es real vectors. The vector and matrix types are de ned as dynamic arrays and can be used with arbitrary index ranges. A large number of operators are prede ned for theses types in the arithmetic modules of PASCAL{XSC (see section 2.8). All of these operators deliver results with maximum accuracy. In Table 1 Compared to standard PASCAL, there are 11 new operator symbols. These are the operators < and >; 2 f+; ?; ; =g for operations with downwardly and upwardly directed rounding and the operators ; + ; >< needed in interval computations for the intersection, the convex hull, and the disconnectivity test. Tables 2 and 3 show all prede ned arithmetic and relational operators in connection with the possible combinations of operand types.
Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q The operator concept realized in PASCAL{XSC o ers the possibilities of de ning an arbitrary number of operators overloading operator symbols or operator names arbitrarily many times implementing recursively de ned operators The identi cation of the suitable operator depends on both the number and the type of the operands according to the following weighting -rule:
If the actual list of parameters matches the formal list of parameters of two di erent operators, then the one which is chosen has the rst \better matching" parameter. \Better matching" means that the types of the operands must be consistent and not only conforming. arguments, a new function name like isin(: : :) must be used, because the overloading of the standard function name sin is not allowed in standard PASCAL. By contrast, PASCAL{XSC allows overloading of function and procedure names, whereby a generic symbol concept is introduced into the language. So the symbols sin, cos, arctan, exp, ln, sqr, and sqrt can be used not only for numbers of type real, but also for intervals, complex numbers, and other mathematical spaces. To distinguish between overloaded functions or procedures with the same name, the number, type, and weighting of their arguments are used, similar to the method for operators. A module is introduced by the keyword module followed by a name and a semicolon. The body is built up quite similarly to that of a normal program with the exception that the word symbol global can be used directly in front of the keywords const, type, var, procedure, function, and operator and directly after use and the equality sign in type declarations.
PASCAL{XSC | New Concepts for Scienti c Computation
Thus it is possible to declare private types as well as non-private types. The structure of a private type is not known outside the declaration module and can only be in uenced by subroutine calls. If, for example, the internal structure as well as the name of a type is to be made global, then the word symbol global must be repeated after the equality sign. By means of the declaration global type complex = global record re, im : real end; the type complex and its internal structure as a record with components re and im is made global. A private type complex could be declared by global type complex = record re, im: real end;
The user who has imported a module with this private de nition cannot refer to the record components, because the structure of the type is hidden inside the module. 
packages with vector and matrix operations can be implemented with only xed (maximum) dimension. For this reason, only a part of the allocated memory is used if the user wants to solve problems with lower dimension only. The concept of dynamic arrays removes this limitation. In particular, the new concept can be described by the following characteristics:
Dynamics within procedures and functions Automatic allocation and deallocation of local dynamic variables Economical employment of storage space Row access and column access to dynamic arrays Compatibility of static and dynamic arrays Dynamic arrays must be marked with the word symbol dynamic. The great disadvantage of the conformant array schemes available in standard PASCAL is that they can only be used for parameters and not for variables or function results. So, this standard feature is not fully dynamic. In PASCAL{XSC, dynamic and static arrays can be used in the same manner. At the moment, dynamic arrays may not be components of other data structures. The syntactical meaning of this is that the word symbol dynamic may only be used directly following the equality sign in a type de nition or directly following the colon in a variable declaration. For instance, dynamic arrays may not be record components. A two-dimensional array type can be declared in the following manner: type matrix = dynamic array , ] of real;
It is also possible to de ne di erent dynamic types with corresponding syntactical structures. For example, it might be useful in some situations to identify the coe cients of a polynomial with the components of a vector or vice versa. Since PASCAL is strictly a type-oriented language, such structurally equivalent arrays may only be combined if their types have been previously adapted. The following example shows the de nition of a polynomial and of a vector type (note that the end;
Introduction of dynamic types requires an extension of the compatibility prerequisites. Just as in standard PASCAL, two array types are not compatible unless they are of the same type. Consequently, a dynamic array type is not compatible with a static type. In PASCAL{XSC value assignments are always possible in the cases listed in Table 5 . It is necessary to frame only the original main program by a procedure (here: main), which is refered to with the dimension of the dynamic arrays as a transfer parameter. conversion of real and integer values to dotprecision (#) rounding of dotprecision values to real ; in particular: downwardly directed rounding (#<), upwardly directed rounding (#>), and rounding to the nearest (# ) rounding of a dotprecision expression to the smallest enclosing interval (##) addition of a real number or the product of two real numbers to a variable of type dotprecision addition of a dot product to a variable of type dotprecision addition and subtraction of dotprecision numbers monadic minus of a dotprecision number the standard function sign returns ?1, 0, or +1, depending on the sign of the dotprecision number
----------------------------------------

end; f ----------------------------------------
Accurate Expressions
To obtain the unrounded or correctly rounded result of a dot product expression, the user needs to parenthesize the expression and precede it by the symbol # which may optionally be followed by a symbol for the rounding mode. Table 6 shows the possible rounding modes with respect to the dot product expression form (see the appendix on page 41 for details). These modules may be incorporated via the use-statement described in section 2.4.
As an example, Table 7 The function intval is used to generate interval vectors and matrices, whereas inf and sup are selection functions for the in mum and supremum of an interval object. The diameter and the midpoint of interval vectors and matrices can be computed by diam and mid, blow yields an interval in ation, and transp delivers the transpose of a matrix.
Zero vectors and matrices are generated by the function null, while id returns an identity matrix of appropriate shape. Finally, there are the generic input/outputprocedures read and write, which may be used in connection with all matrix/vector data types de ned in the modules mentioned above.
Problem-Solving Routines
PASCAL{XSC routines for solving common numerical problems have been implemented. The applied methods compute a highly accurate enclosure of the true solution of the problem and, at the same time, prove the existence and the uniqueness of the solution in the given interval. The advantages of these new routines are listed in the following:
The solution is computed with maximum or high, but always controlled accuracy, even in many ill-conditioned cases. Via a PASCAL{XSC-to-C precompiler and a runtime system implemented in C, the language PASCAL{XSC may be used, among other systems, on all UNIX systems in an almost identical way. Thus, the user has the possibility to develop his programs for example on a personal computer and afterwards get them running on a mainframe via the same compiler. A complete description of the language PASCAL{XSC and the arithmetic modules as well as a collection of sample programs is given in 20] and 21].
PASCAL{XSC Sample Program
In the following, a complete PASCAL{XSC program is listed, which demonstrates the use of some of the arithmetic modules. Employing the module LIN SOLV, the solution of a system of linear equations is enclosed in an interval vector by succecsive interval iterations. The procedure main, which is called in the body of lin sys, is only used for reading the dimension of the system and for allocation of the dynamic variables. The numerical method itself is started by the call of procedure linear system solver de ned in module LIN SOLV. This procedure may be called with arbitrary dimension of the employed arrays. 
